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New measurements on the high-temperature superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu20g are interpreted and
found to be in quantitative agreement with a theory for electronic Raman scattering in superconductors

ith d„2 y2 pairing symmetry. The theory explains in a natural way, why the shape of the scattering in-
tensity, as well as iis change with temperature can be polarization (symmetry) dependent and hence
resolves a controversy in previous interpretations of data on the electronic Rarnan effect.
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The nature of the pair state is one of the keys to solve

the puzzle of superconductivity in the copper oxides. The
repulsive Coulomb interaction which in part leads to the
strong electronic correlations would indicate that these
systems prefer not to condense into an s-wave supercon-
ducting state at low temperatures. Therefore order pa-
rameters with a node structure such as the pair state with

d, z y2 symmetry have been considered alternatively as
possible candidates for high-T, superconductors [1]. Evi-
dence for this type of gap comes in part from experiments
which test the theoretically predicted low-temperature
power laws for various thermodynamic and transport
properties. These experiments measure only averages
over the Fermi surface [2]. A method that uniquely

probes the ground state symmetry, however, must allow

for testing the gap at dilferent parts of the Fermi surface.
An example of such a method is electronic Raman
scattering due to the breaking of Cooper pairs. It is well

known that Raman scattering enables one to measure
various symmetry degrees of freedom by simply rotating
the incident and scattered photon polarization orienta-
tions. As a consequence, the Raman results provide a
wealth of polarization-dependent information that turns

out to be useful for determining the actual gap symmetry

[3]. The existing body of data on the cuprate systems re-

veal four main points: (i) in contrast to conventional su-

perconductors such as Nb3Sn, no clear well-defined gap is

seen for any polarization orientation even at the lowest

temperatures measured [4], (ii) the peak of the low tem-

perature electronic spectrum lies roughly at 30% higher

frequency shifts for the polarization orientation which

selects the (x —y ) symmetry compared to all other

symmetries [5,6], (iii) the low frequency Raman intensi-

ties vary roughly as to for the (x —y ) symmetry and

linearly in co for the others [7], and (iv) the ratio of the
residual scattering in the superconducting state to the
normal state is smallest for the (x —y ) case compared
to all other configurations [7]. Such a rich spectrum of
information should provide a stringent test of various

candidates for pairing states.
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the

polarization dependence of the Raman spectra of a super-

conductor with dz2 y2 symmetry %e calculate the

gauge invariant electronic Raman scattering for a tetrag-

onal superconductor at finite temperatures and for vari-

ous polarization orientations and give a quantitative com-

parison with Raman measurements on recently syn-

thesized single crystals of the double-layer Bi system
(Bi2:2:1:2).

For this comparison we used single crystals of (i) as

grown BizSrzCaCuzOs (T, =90 K) and of (ii) Bi~ 9Pbu ~-

SrzCaCu20s (T, -76 K) postannealed in oxygen at 160
bars and 450'C. The experiments were performed using

standard technique [6]. The symmetry labels used are
the same as in the textbook by Tinkham [8] and refer to
the tetragonal D4I, point group. Here, the pure B]g and

Bzs symmetries can be observed separately using crossed
incident and scattering polarizations. For 82s the polar-
ization vectors are oriented parallel to the Cu-0 bonds in

the planes, for B)g they are rotated by 45'.
Our theoretical considerations start from the expres-

sion for the general response function
r
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in which G(kita„), denotes the Green's function in

particle-hole or Nambu space [9] taken at the Matsubara

frequency ta„. The Nambu matrices y and f' denote the

bare and renormahzed vertices, respectively, which in

turn determine the correlation function of interest, and

Tr denotes taking the trace. %e focus on the Raman ver-

tex which describes the anisotropic mass IIuctuations,

y(k, q) = y(k) i3 with the Pauli matrix i3, for which Eq.
(1) becomes identical to an expression derived by Klein

and Dierker [3]. The limit of small q can be taken as a

consequence of the large optical penetration depth in the

cuprates. Other choices of the vertices will be discussed

in more detail in a forthcoming publication. For the limit

~here the energy of the incident light is small on the

scale of the band energy the Raman vertex of non-

resonant scattering is [10]

t) k
y(k) =mgeg, '

ettt, (2)
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where m is the electron mass, and e ' denote the vectors
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of the incident and scattered light polarizations, respec-
tively, and e(k) denotes the conduction band dispersion.
Thus, a variation of the polarization orientations allows
one directly to probe mass fluctuations on different parts
of the Fermi surface and exploit its symmetry. The crys-
tal symmetry can be taken into account by expanding the
bare (j) and renormalized (f) vertices in terms of a

complete set of crystal harmonics defined on the Fermi
surface. For crystals of tetragonal symmetry, the basis
set runs over the irreducible representations of the D4h

point group, and in general, many representations L con-
tribute to Eq. (2). However, we will only consider the
isotropic L 0 component and the L 2 components, ar-
guing that more anisotropic components will be less dom-
inant than the ones we consider.

The full gauge invariant treatment of Eq. (I) has been
carried out via both a diagrammatic and a kinetic equa-
tion approach, using a gap function

~(k, T) -~,(T)[k„'—k,'] (3)
with a temperature-dependent gap maximum hp(T). At
zero temperature, the weak coupling result for the gap
maximum is Lip(0)/ka T, = [Lip(0)/ka T,]aca exp(16/15)/2
=2.5626.

The treatment of the vertex corrections f due to the

pairing interaction involves a discussion of the dynamics
or fluctuations of the energy gap. The phase fluctuations
of the order parameter lead to the occurrence of the gap-
less (massless) Goldstone, gauge or Anderson-Bogoliubov
mode, which has to be accounted for in any response

theory for superconductors because it ensures gauge in-

variance or equivalently charge conservation. The ampli-
tude fluctuations of the gap, on the other hand, lead to
the occurrence of (massive or "optical" ) order parame-
ter collective modes with a gap in the excitation spec-
trum. For the density (L 0) channel we find that

g(q O, ro) 0, which is a restatement of particle number
conservation and bears out the gauge invariant nature of
the theory. For the L 2 channels, we find that the
Goldstone mode appears in the A is channel in addition to
three massive modes which appear in the Big and Eg
channels. It can be shown, however, that the massive
modes are damped and have residues which approach
zero as the position of the pole moves to zero frequency.
The massive modes therefore do not drastically affect the
spectrum [11]. We also included the vertex corrections
due to the long range Coulomb interaction in our calcula-
tions. As a first consequence, we were able to show that
the gauge mode drops out of the Raman response, in the
same way as it does for the transverse current [12],and is
of relatively little importance in the screened limit q 0.
Therefore, to a good approximation, Eq. (I) with I
replaced by y describes the gauge invariant Raman
response. A second consequence of the Coulomb interac-
tion is the complete screening of the isotropic density ver-
tex [10]. Thus the only contribution to Raman scattering
comes from energy bands with nonparabolic dispersion,
i.e., the L 2 and higher terms. Furthermore we see that
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FIG. l. Theoretical prediction of Raman spectra for B~~,
B2g, and A~~ polarization orientations. The coe%cients of the
expansion of y with respect to the L 2 crystal harmonics are
all set equal to unity. The Eg spectra look identical to the Bz~
spectra.
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since the A1g channel has an isotropic component the
response in the Rig channel will be partially screened
[13]. All other L 2 channels, however, will be un-

affected by screening. Thus, the response at zero temper-
ature is, in this case, simply given by

~~' —4(~(k) I
'

Here ( . ) denotes an average over the Fermi surface
(assumed to be spherical), NF is the density of states for
both spin projections at the Fermi level, and Re denotes
taking the real part. The Raman response for three
different symmetries is plotted in Fig. I. One immediate-

ly recognizes the extreme sensitivity of the spectrum to
polarization orientations. The maximum signal is seen at
ro =2hp only for the Big orientation while it is located at
lower frequencies of roughly 1.3hp and 0.6hp for the 82g
and Rig symmetries, respectively [14]. This is a feature
which is present in all high-T, compounds that have been
studied via Raman scattering [4-7,15] and strongly sug-

gests that the gap has predominantly Bis character since

any other gap symmetry will prevent the Big peak from

being at the highest frequency.
Further, the spectrum rises slower in the Bis channel

compared to the other channels. The channel dependent
asymptotic low frequency behavior is found as

g„"„(ro 0)—(hro/2hp) 31n(4hp/hro(, Big

hro/—2~01nl4ho/ hail

—h ro/2', 82~ and Eg . (5)
The low temperature electronic Raman spectra of all cu-
prates show the same qualitative features [4-7,15]. For a
quantitative comparison of theory and experiment, how-

ever, the Bi2:2:I:2system is selected, because in this ma-
terial class an almost perfect surface can be obtained,
which allows us to use the raw data. Fits to the data on

YBa2Cu30p materials can be made using the theory al-

though there are fundamental limitations connected with

the chemistry and the structure of this specific compound.
In Figs. 2 and 3 we show both experimental and theoreti-
cal results for the low energy part of the spectra in an as
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FIG. 2. The Raman spectrum in the 8]g channel as derived
from Eq. (4) compared with experimental points. A value

2' 574 cm ' has been used.
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FIG. 3. The Raman spectrum in the 82 channel as derived
from Eq. (4) compared with experimental points. A value

2' 574 cm ' has been used.

grown single crystal. We note that predictions concern-
ing the overall magnitude of the spectra cannot be made
without detailed band structure which determines the
magnitude of the Raman vertices. This information is

not presently available even for a simple metal such as
aluminum [13]. The parameters used to obtain the best
fit to the 8~s spectrum (Fig. 2) are hp 287 cm ', a
smearing width of I /dg 0.15 and T 20 K. The identi-

cal set of parameters is used for the 82s spectra (Fig. 3).
The quantity I/bp characterizes a convolution of the re-

sult (4) with a Gaussian distribution of maximum gaps
hp to account for the experimental resolution and possible
additional relaxation processes. For our model using

2 y2 pairing symmetry the peak position and the low

frequency slopes [Eq. (5)] are immediately obtained for
all polarizations. In contrast, an earlier comparison with

an s-wave model [5) required a variation of the average

gap energies of almost a factor of 2 and symmetry-

dependent values of I"/hp in the range from 0.28-0.7. In
an independent lab, we have measured freshly cleaved

samples of Bi2:2:1:2grown elsewhere and the results are
in excellent agreement with those of Figs. 2 and 3. We
have also investigated an oxygen annealed sample, for
which the spectral shape in the frequency regime rp & 2dz
is similarly well reproduced. A discrepancy of roughly
10/o in the position of the 82s peak frequency may origi-
nate from additional imperfections introduced by the ex-
cess oxygen. In any case, our model fails to describe the

spectra at high frequencies, co»260, because the Aat

electronic continuum and polarization behavior of the fre-

quency and temperature dependences cannot be repro-
duced without taking into account impurities and inelas-

tic scattering [16]. A full description including both the
normal and the superconducting state must unify both of
these features and is beyond the scope of our paper.

Important information can also be obtained from the
temperature dependence of the response in the limit of
zero frequency shifts, i.e., the static response, particularly
because vertex corrections vanish in this case and the
inAuence of collisions is only relevant for nearly resonant
impurity scatterers [17]. In this limit the ratio of the
response in a superconductor to that of a normal metal is
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given by the compact expression

gs(rp~ O, T) 2(f(l~(k T) l)lby(k) I &

(6)
gN(rp 0, T) & lby(k) l')

where f is the Fermi function. Here by(k) y(k) —yL-p
due to the Coulomb screening. It is important to realize
that the result (6) predicts a polarization dependence of
the normalized Raman intensity at zero frequency, when-

ever the gap is anisotropic over the Fermi surface. In the
case of an isotropic gap, the angular average over the ver-

tices cancels out, leaving a polarization-independent ratio
[17]. It turns out that Eq. (6) gives rise to an asymptotic
low temperature behavior equivalent to the asymptotic
low frequency behavior stated in Eq. (5), in the sense that
ro may be replaced by T. This is shown in Fig. 4, where

we plot our theoretical prediction for the normalized Ra-
man intensity as a function of temperature. Note that,
for certain symmetries, this temperature dependence is

much weaker than in the isotropic BCS case, shown for

comparison as the lowest curve. For the A~s response,
the intensity is 30% of the normal state value even at a
temperature as low as 0.2T„while for the B~g case, the
ratio is much smaller. This behavior has been seen in all

cuprate systems investigated, where the small frequency
residual scattering at approximately 20 K is smallest at
the B~s symmetry and substantially larger at polariza-
tions projecting out the other symmetries [6] (compare
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the ratio of the Raman
spectrum in the superconducting state to its normal state value
in the limit of small frequency shifts, as derived from Eq. (6).
The weak coupling temperature dependence of the gap has been
used with 2'(0)/kaT, 5. l252.
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also Figs. 2 and 3), A quantitative experimental analysis
of the temperature dependence of the gap using Eq. (6)
would require the knowledge of the temperature depen-
dence of @tv(to, T) for T ( T,. For superconductors with

large H, 2, however, this information cannot be extracted
from experiment and one might try to extrapolate the
temperature dependence of the normal state response
function to temperatures below T,. Such a procedure is

not unambiguous and we therefore leave a comparison of
the residual scattering intensities with theory as a func-
tion of temperature below T, for a forthcoming publica-
tion.

In conclusion we have seen that measurements of the
electronic Raman effect on the cuprate systems provide a
large body of symmetry dependent information all of
which agree with the predictions of d„2 2 pairing. Of
course at present the information from the Raman effect
alone cannot completely rule out the notion of the ex-
istence of a finite minimum gap over the entire Fermi sur-
face (e.g., the "s+id"' state investigated first by Kotliar
[18] or the anisotropic s-wave gap discussed by Chakra-
varty et al. [19]) nor can it determine whether the gap
changes sign around the Fermi surface. However, the
theoretical analysis shows that the gap must be predom-
inantly of B~s character, and the low temperature and
low frequency data seem to indicate that the minimum

gap must be very small if it exists at all.
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